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Matrix Life Purpose
Presented by Sharon King
"Learn to get in touch with the
silence within yourself and know
that everything in life has a
purpose."
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross

“When you realize how perfect everything is you will tilt your
head back and laugh at the sky” - Buddha
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My Story
!

Was able to connect with animals, spirits and nature
beings easier than humans when I was a very young
child

!

Started reading spiritual books from early teens – Doris
Stokes, Betty Shine, Louise Hay, Dianna Cooper

!

Met Mark when I was 26 – Changed my life
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Workshop Overview
!

Introduction to the Light Matrix

!

Discover your life / soul purpose

!

Investigate Judgment and Separation

!

Learn how past lives are affecting your present

!

Transform your past life experiences

!

Clear your ancestral fields

!

Deepen your understanding of where your beliefs and negative
emotions were created

!
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Perspective
Imagine leaving Earth travelling at the speed of light….
!

2 Seconds you would reach the Moon

!

8 minutes whiz past the Sun, 93 Million Miles
away

!

8-9 hours to reach Pluto on the edge of our Solar
system

!

100,000 years to cross our galaxy, the Milky Way

!

To reach the edge of our known Universe you
would still be traveling billions of years later
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Consciousness
!

Infinite Beings can be found throughout the universe in numbers
that are so large they cannot be comprehended. Regardless of their
location all beings have the same purpose: To Evolve

!

Part of our evolution is to integrate with your higherself. To move
more into 5D reality. Which we are all doing right now along with
the Earth

!

The doors to consciousness leads to the awareness that the universe
is a place of infinite possibilities and what we see on the physical
plane is just a small part of it

!

Scientists currently estimate that there are 73 Million, Million,
Million Stars out there

!

That’s at least 10 stars for every grain of sand on the planet
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Karma
!

Karma means ‘deed’ or ‘act’ or otherwise know as ‘cause’ and ‘effect’

!

Understanding our Karma or what we are here to learn allows us to learn and
move forward in a continuous process of attracting experiences we need to
evolve.

!

Each lifetime we have free will to choose how we react to a situation be it from
a place of high vibrational emotion such as compassion, love, forgiveness and
understanding or lower vibration of anger, revenge, fear, worry, judgment and
bitterness.

!

Clearing the past lifetime we were holding the lower vibration allows us to
move forward in this lifetime.

!

What may feel like punishment for the perspective of the personality is an
opportunity for growth from the view point of the soul. Michael Newton

!

The universe doesn’t punish by making bad things happen – there is always
balance i.e. gravity (example caretaking)
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Our Soul
!

Our Soul influences where we live
Choice of our partners, parent, children from
our Soul group

!

Where in the world we live

!

The lessons to be experienced (Karma)

!

Always holds our higher purpose to reach
enlightenment and to raise our vibration to a
higher plane

!
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How we communicate with
our soul
At night our Light body leave our body’s and connects
with our soul / higher self
Here contracts and agreements can be changed. These
prearranged moments are always up for renegotiation
New lessons and learning can be agreed
Our purpose can and does change depending our how
we are evolving
We are clearing and evolving faster than ever before

Our soul’s guidance
Imagine being in a small boat on a river
How far can you see?
Our soul can see the whole river
The start and finish, twists and turns, rapids and calm patches
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Signs from the universe
Are you followings signs from the universe?
How do you know when you are making the right
choice for you?
Are you listening to your inner knowing?
The truth makes you feel lighter, a lie heavy
If you have two choices use the future timeline
method
Signs come in many forms

Living in the question
Who does this energy belong to? If it lightens up it
belongs to somebody else Return to sender with
consciousness
If it heavy it is yours to deal with (something you
have a judgment about)

How does it get any better than this?

What else is possible?

Judgments and conclusions block the universal flow

Tools from Access Consciousness
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What is your Life Lessons?
Separation

Judgment

Love

Authentic
power

Victimhood

Forgiveness

Grief

Patience

Responsibility

Judgment
!

Are you using your judgment to create your future? Your creating trauma
and drama

!

When you are being judged or judging others are you trying to control
them or be controlled?

!

How often do you judge yourself, your family, your friends and your body?

!

You judge yourself to control yourself, based on the idea that there is
something wrong with you.. What if there was no right nor wrong, good
nor bad? Now judge yourself can you do it?

!

Judgment keeps us separate

!

Judgments and conclusions block energy – Live in the question

!

“That’s and interesting point of view that I have that point of view’
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Judgment
Underneath all judgment is fear and
anger
Judging self or other – trying to
control
Based on what we perceive as right
or wrong
What if there was no right or wrong?
What we judge we attract

Judgment
Where are the judgements in your
life?
Who or what do you judge?

Notice your judgements and how
they draw to you the very things or
people or situations you are judging.

See that other person as an aspect of
yourself as you were in another life –
Send love to that aspect of you
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Tools to help bring Judgment into
our consciousness
We can’t change our thought process until we are conscious of it
You have to accept where you are before you can change where you are
Interesting Point of view I have that point of view
Rubber Band
Colour Mirror spritzers
Remember not to judge your self for having judgment – Self compassion
EFT / MR / Colour Mirrors / Other methods
I AM THAT I AM
Ho’oponopono I Love You, I’m sorry, Please Forgive Me, Thank you

Separation
Judgment leads to separation
Separation is an illusion
There is nothing to grief for as nothing was lost
There is nothing to judge for it is all perfect
Your are God in a body and therefore create everything in
your reality as it needs to be.
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What are you separate from?
God /
Source

Self / Body

Parents

Spiritual
Connections

Money

Earth

Masculine /
Feminine

Love

Being Born

What heals separation?
Bonding
Community
Compassion for others
Compassion for self
Awareness
With Awareness comes natural
Forgiveness and Gratitude
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We are here to experience
emotions
We came to earth to experience duality
Light and dark
Full range of the emotional scale
Allow emotions to flow
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